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Introduction of the Safety Correspondent
Health Insurance

D. Chromek-Burckhart – Head of Users’ Office
Safety Correspondent – new

• Mail was sent by the Head of the Safety Unit Simon Beard on 23rd November 2017
  • to inform team leaders and institutes about the new responsibility
  • to implement the CERN Safety Regulations and Policy

• Responsibilities of the Safety Correspondent are laid out in the document ‘Responsibilities of
  the Home Institution, the CERN Team Leader and the Safety Correspondent’.

• Valid as of 1st of December 2017
• Initially, all Team Leaders were set to be the safety correspondent
  • to facilitate the nomination process in the majority of cases
  • to ensure at least one safety correspondent per institute

• Institutes have the option to change this nomination at any time by providing a new
  nomination form to be sent to the experiment secretariat

• Any questions should be addressed to Safety-Rules.Secretariat@cern.ch
Health Insurance

Alianz World Wide Care has changed their Brand name to Allianz Partners Healthcare. This does not imply any other change.

They are reviewing their insurance policy, following the request of some policy holders

- option for a family package or reduced child pricing
- option to add up to 4 medical routine visits, examination or preventive measures per year for new born and young children
- add routine vaccination

Some of these options may imply a price increase.

The current policy price is fixed until 30th of March 2018. A price review by AWC has started based on the income and spending profile during the last year.

A new popup to warn about a possible increase as from 1st of April 2018 will be introduced on the web site.
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